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THE NATIONAL HAIL RESEARCH EXPERIMENT

The overall goal of the National Hail Research Experiment (NHRE) is to

determine the potential for suppressing hail damage by cloud seeding and the

extent to which hail suppression can be accomplished effectively on an

operational basis. The following research operations have been set out in

pursuit of the overall goal.

1. To conduct a statistical experiment aimed at proving or disproving

the efficacy of practicable suppression of hail by the introduction of

artificial seeding material such as silver iodide into the storm system.

2. To conduct a broad-based but highly focused and integrated research

program aimed at understanding the mechanisms of both natural hail develop-

ment and the effects of seeding of hail growth with the aims of (1) providing

persuasive physical evidence in support of the statistical conclusions,

whether positive or negative, (2) generalizing and extending the seeding

methodology to other storm types and geographical regions, and (3) assessing

the feasibility of hail suppression by other seeding methodologies.

3. To conduct economic, social, and legal studies with the aim of

assessing costs of a hypothetical hail suppression system, benefits and

losses including potentially harmful side effects, and social and legal

factors relevant to the ultimate implementation of an operational hail

suppression program.

The third full-scale operational period of NHRE began May 13, 1974 and

ended August 9, 1974. Although there were reductions in some observational

capabilities due to a curtailment of funds, the 1974 field effort was judged

to be successful.
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During 1974, 29 hail days were declared, of these 13 were seeded and 16

were not seeded. It should also be noted that the NHRE cloud seeding rocket

was used operationally for the first time. Five hundred and fifty one (551)

rockets and 789 flares were used during seeding operations. Also, of parti-

cular note, was the presence in the field of seven (7) Doppler radars. These

observations will provide scientists with data by which detailed analyses of

the airflow within severe convective storms can be made.

NHRE Participants and Observations Systems

The broad scope of NHRE continues to be underscored by the large number

of research and support groups that took part in the 1974 field operations or

continued the analysis of data collected during previous field periods. Among

the Federal Government participants were the National Science Foundation, the

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, Department of Defense (United

States Navy and United States Air Force) and the Federal Aviation Administra-

tion. Cooperating university groups included those from the University of

Arizona, University of Chicago, Clemson University, Colorado University,

Colorado State University, University of Illinois (Illinois State Water Survey),

Metropolitan State College, University of Nevada (Desert Research Institute),

South Dakota School of Mines & Technology, and the University of Wyoming.

Atmospherics, Inc. and MBAssociates, Inc. also participated.

The magnitude of the project is also illustrated by the number of basic

observations systems:

o Eight radars:

The NCAR Dual-Wavelength Radar

The University of Chicago/Illinois State Water Survey (CHILL) Dual-
Wavelength radar

Three Doppler radars from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration/Wave Propagation Laboratory
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The NCAR Field Observing Facility vertically pointing C-Band
Doppler Radar

The University of Arizona vertically pointing Doppler radar

The Desert Research Institute M33 radar

o Research aircraft:

The NCAR Sabreliner

Two NCAR Queen Airs

The NOAA/NCAR Sailplane "Explorer"

o Five seeding aircraft -Piper Aztecs from Atmospherics, Inc.

o A mesoscale meteorological network consisting of two radiosondes
and 32 surface stations.

o A ground network of 450 hail and raingauges.

o Four mobile ground crews; three from DRI and one from the NCAR-NHRE
Cloud Microphysics Group.

o The University of Wyoming operated precipitation disdrometers in
conjunction with the NCAR/FOF C-Band Doppler,

The NHRE operational area, see Figure 1, remained unchanged during 1974.

This figure shows the locations of the major observational systems. As was

the case in 1973 the majority of the precipitation measuring instruments were

located within or near the Protected Area.

NHRE Scientific Highlights

1. Statistical Evaluation. The purpose of the statistical evaluation

within NHRE is to determine whether hail suppression is feasible and the ex-

tent to which it can be made operationally effective. It is recognized that

while the most scientifically justifiable arguments with respect to suppres-

sion are physical in nature, the high variability in the natural processes

and the difficulty of measuring and evaluating these processes make the

probability of obtaining a clear assessment of the suppression concept from
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physical observations unlikely (Renick, Chisholm and Sommers, 1972). *Thus,

from the outset, a statistical experiment has been conducted, which, in prin-

ciple, is capable of detecting any substantial seeding effects with a high

degree of confidence in a reasonable amount of time (Lovell, 1974).

a. Research Methods. In order to fully address the objective of sup-

pressing hail, operations research studies are being conducted with respect

to operational alternatives, side effects and cost/effectiveness implications.

Various seeding systems are considered in these studies as well as alternative

seeding methods. The primary measure of seeding effects for the statistical

experiment is the total mass of hail measured at the ground over a target area.

Other variables, such as seeding rate as a function of time and area, hail

spectra, duration, hail-to-rain ratio, and radar reflectivity are also being

evaluated. In addition, statistical studies of the surface wind-field are

being made to determine whether seeding influenced the magnitude of the sur-

face wind.

The basic precipitation network contains 241 hail separators in the

approximately 600-square-mile target area. A hail separator measures mass

of hail and rain with one-minute time resolution and is the primary data

instrument along with hailpads for experiment evaluation.

The program includes an effort to determine, after the fact, that the

sample taken for seeded and unseeded days is not biased. Derived thermo-

dynamic parameters such as the cloud buoyant energy based on adiabatic ascent,

maximum temperature excess in the cloud, cloud top heights and temperatures

as well as surface and upper air variables will be used to establish

similarity or dissimilarity of the samples. For instance, comparisons of

the mean atmospheric temperature and moisture soundings for seeded and non-

seeded days, with hail potential in 1972, showed virtually no differences
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between them. One of the stratifications schemes will involve the use of

a one-dimensional model in a manner similar to that of Chisholm (1973).

(See also the following section on numerical modeling.)

The final analysis of the basic statistical experiment will, of course,

not be done until the end of the field program. The data from each summer

are available in late fall, and analyses of progress, data quality, and

operational impacts are conducted each year, but statistical significance

cannot be expected much before the end of the program.

Suppression of hail on an operational basis will depend on the relative

benefits of suppression to the cost of operations. See, e.g., Schickedanz

and Changnon (1970). Included in costs are any detrimental effects or losses

that may accrue. The Environmental and Societal Impacts Group of NHRE covers

the ecological, economic, legal and societal studies relevant to this problem.

Studies of downwind effects of seeding are being conducted under an NSF grant

to Colorado State University.

Assuming hail suppression can be accomplished, the feasibility and basic

cost effectiveness for operational hail suppression for various systems and

operational situations require careful evaluations as well as the assessment

of the possible side effects. One of the most critical parts of a hail sup-

pression program is the proper conduct of the actual seeding operations. The

efficiency with which seeding aircraft, for example, are dispatched, properly

located, and conduct the delivery are all equally important in this regard.

Furthermore, differing meteorological conditions may dictate different ap-

proaches and perhaps different basic seeding methods. Assessment of all of

these situations and systems is important to the development of an optimal

operational program.
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The operations research efforts of NHRE are intended to integrate these

problems and assess the operational possibilities for hail suppression on a

cost/effectiveness basis, assuming that hail suppression is demonstrated to

be feasible. This assessment will cover details from radar type and manpower

to large-scale trade-offs such as a mobile system which moves with the season.

This effort provides a continual reappraisal of the operational conduct of

the NHRE statistical evaluation and is potentially valuable to persons

considering carrying out future operational programs.

b. Preliminary Results. The three summers of NHRE operation (1972, 1973

and 1974) yielded 57 declared hail days of which 27 were seeded days and 30

no-seed. At this writing, the summer 1974 data are not yet available for

analysis. With only 28 cases in 1972-73, the results are highly preliminary.

The data show approximately 30% less total hail mass on seed days than

on no-seed days, but this is not statistically significant. Also the sign

of the effect would be reversed if we excluded just one more no-seed day when

a large amount of hail fell in the Protected Area. (The dominance of the

statistics by the few big storms was to be expected. In NE Colorado and

vicinity 75% of the hail crop damage is due to just 10% of the storm days,

an average of about 1.5 storm days per season.)

The rainfall on 1972-73 seed days is about 25% greater than on no-seed

days, a hopeful sign, but also not statistically significant.

From the 1972 hailpad data alone, Carl Ulbrich (1974) developed grand

average hail size distributions for the 13 no-seed days and the 9 seed days.

These are shown in Figure 2. We see that on seed days all hail larger than

2.4 cm diameter decreases by an order of magnitude in concentration, The

median volume diameter, D , (that diameter dividing the hail volume into two

equal parts) is 0.76 cm on no-seed days and 0.70 cm on seed days, a reduction
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of 8%. Calculations show that the specific kinetic energy* of the seeded day

grand average spectrum is 10% smaller than that of the no-seed spectrum. All

these features are consistent with the physical hypothesis that seeding de-

creases the size of the hail and concentration of large damaging hailstones.

The differences are not yet statistically significant.

2. Seeding Operations. This was the third summer of NHRE hail

suppression experiment. From an operational point of view there are four

important aspects of the suppression experiment: the criteria for a Hail

Day declaration, the randomization, the data collection system and the seeding

operations. Each of these had been the subject of substantial planning but

most have been re-evaluated at several stages since the beginning of the

experiment.

The Hail Day is an operational day which becomes part of the experimental

sample for the statistical evaluation of the hail suppression experiment. It

is declared when a 10 cm radar reflectivity of 45 dBZ or greater is detected

between the -5°C and the -30°C levels in a storm located 20 minutes or less

away from any boundary of and moving toward or developing within the Protected

Area. If the Hail Day is a seed day, seeding of the storm begins immediately

after declaration.

The criteria for declaring a Hail Day are a critical part of the experiment

since they determine whether or not a day becomes part of the experimental

sample. Days that produce hail without having been declared reduce the sample

size while days declared that do not produce hail under natural conditions

dilute the results. The rules established are based on storm speed, direction

and intensity as measured by radar observations.

* Crop damage is most closely related to the kinetic energy of impact.

Specific kinetic energy (S.K.E.) is the kinetic energy normalized by total

hail mass. A reduction in S.K.E. indicates a shift to smaller hails sizes.
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Hail Day declarations are made by two designated Hail Day Declarers who

observe reflectivity presentation on a memory scope set to store locations of

reflectivities exceeding 45 dBZ. Utilizing the most representative radiosonde

data they carefully monitor the reflectivities between the -5°C and -30°C

levels. If the reflectivity criteria is met in a storm which is within 20

minutes of the Protected Area or within the Protected Area a Hail Day is

declared.

These criteria were altered slightly from those utilized during 1973.

The radar reflectivity threshold for the declaration of a Hail Day remained

at 45 dBZ between the -5°C and -30°C levels. However, this year, based upon

the results of a scrutiny of 1972 and 1973 declarations, the projected

interval of 20 minutes for the storm to reach the Protected Area was determined

from the location, the direction and the speed of the 35 dBZ contour rather

than of the 45 DBZ contour as used last summer.

The randomization procedures used are based in part on evidence of

sequential correlations in the occurrence of hail. The scheme alternates

"seed and no seed days" for as long as a sequence of Hail Days persists in

order to balance the sampling within classes of synoptic conditions and/or

storm types. At the beginning of the season, the decision to seed or not

to seed was drawn at random for the first day of 25 possible sequences. To

increase the ease and efficiency of operations, the results of the randomiza-

tion procedure were revealed at the beginning of the field operations.

Another important part of the suppression experiment is the data

collection system. This system includes the measurement instruments, the

network stations, the servicing process, and the data quality control. The
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precipitation measuring system is discussed in the Statistical Evaluation section

of this report.

The seeding operations were again conducted by pilots and crews provided

under contract by Atmospherics, Inc., of Fresno, California. The primary

seeding system, vertically-launched airborne rockets, was operational during

the 1974 field season and seeding was accomplished using the rockets and burn-

in-place flares. Five Piper Aztec aircraft were used.

Twenty-nine days were declared Hail Days this year as opposed to six last

year and 22 in 1972. Storms were seeded on 13 of those delcared days this

summer. A total of 1340 seeding devices were expended; 551 rockets and 789

flares.

The 1974 seeding operations proceeded with no major problems. The

inclusion of the airborne rockets was accomplished with a minimum of difficulty.

2. Nucleation. The seeding of clouds to suppress hail is based on the

concept that artificial nucleants can be introduced into critical regions of a

cloud in sufficient number to provide a greater total number of hail embryos

than would occur naturally. Assuming that the total condensed cloud water does

not change because of the seeding, the greater number of hail embryos produced

by seeding must be smaller in size, and therefore the larger more damaging

hailstones cannot form. In a review article entitled "Role of Aerosol Particles

in Formation of Precipitation," (Rosinski, 1974), the many complex interactions

between aerosol particles of various sizes and the liquid and ice phases of

clouds are summarized. The article outlines an overall life-history scheme

accounting for temperature, concentration of different-sized cloud droplets,

and varieties of aerosol particles in clouds of different origins,
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The severe convective storms studied in NHRE ingest aerosol particles

already present in the air and also the wind-driven soil particles stirred up

by the storm itself; the latter are far greater in number. The wind-driven

particles may increase the supply of ice-forming nuclei by 100 times the

background level, despite the fact that only a small percent (the largest

among them) have ice-nucleating properties at warmer cloud temperatures

(Rosinski, et al, 1974a,b). Accretion of cloud droplets on the large particles

finally incorporates them as "hydrosol" particles within the droplets, allow-

ing them to initiate freezing by providing a solid impurity. Large drops

fragment and each fragment contains the hydrosol particles which were shed

from large hydrosol particles transferred into the liquid phase; these

second-generation particles act as freezing nuclei at various temperatures

depending on their size. This effective mechanism of spreading ice nuclei

is terminated whenever a droplet freezes and can no longer shed hydrosols

(Rosinski and Langer, 1974; Rosinski, et al, 1974).

Of course, other nucleation processes are at work as well. When a

supercooled droplet freezes, it releases a certain amount of water vapor;

the vapor recondenses on cloud particles (microscopic droplets) and on

aerosol particles in the vicinity of the freezing drop. Depending on their

properties, the aerosol particles may act as condensation nuclei, converting

the vapor to liquid droplets, or as ice nuclei, first condensing the vapor

and then freezing it to ice crystals. See Figure 3 for an example of ice

crystals which formed on AgI particles in the vicinity of a freezing drop.

The ice crystals will in turn freeze any supercooled droplets they touch

(Langer, 1974; Langer, et al, 1974; Rosinski, et al, 1974).

It can also be shown that the effectiveness of silver iodide in seeded

storms is the result of the same process: ice crystal concentrations produced
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by the recondensation of water vapor on silver iodide particles far exceed

the concentrations resulting from chance encounters of silver iodide with

cloud droplets. The prerequisites for rapid ice crystal formation in a

seeded cloud are thus a high liquid water content, an updraft, and a large

concentration of silver iodide particles less than 1Pm in diameter.

Instrumentation for the nucleation studies used in the NHRE program was

designed, built and calibrated at NCAR. The NCAR continuous ice nucleus

counter (Langer, 1973) was used at ground level at the Grover site to monitor

ice nucleus population effective at -16 and -20C. The measurements were

supplemented by the collection of aerosol particles on membrane filters and

development of those filters using a dynamic chamber (Langer and Rogers, 1974).

A rotating membrane sampler was developed to provide a continuous record of

nuclei-concentration versus time. In 1974 this sampler was flown on the

NOAA/NCAR sailplane to evaluate the effects of AgI. See Figure 4 for an

example of ice crystals grown on AgI particles collected by the sequential

membrane sampler.

Laboratory work was concerned with the mode of ice nucleation of AgI

particles to provide input into numerical models. The tentative conclusion

is that contact nucleation is less important than ice nucleation through

condensation-followed-by-freezing (Langer, 1974; Rosinski, et al, 1974c).

3. Microphysics. NHRE field work in the studies of the microphysical

properties of hail clouds in 1974 was confined to one month of sailplane

flights and the collection of hailstones at the ground. The sailplane was

used in several attempts to evaluate AgI seeding directly, both in NE

Colorado in NHRE and at Leadville, Colorado, flying in support of a Colorado

State University research program. One of the Leadville flights resulted in

successful interception of an AgI plume within a supercooled, convective
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Figure 4@ Ice crystals grown on Agl particles collected by the NCAR/NOAA
sailplane with the sequential membrane sampler during seeding
experiments conducted on 30 August 1974, Leadville, Colorado.
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cloud. See Figure 5 for an example of ice crystals grown on AgI particles

collected during the flight on the sequential membrane sampler that was

developed by the NCAR Atmospheric Nucleation Group. The data should yield

information on nucleating effectiveness in a natural cloud, on a nucleation

mechanism, and possibly on ice crystal growth rates.

Also during the summer operational period additional photographs were

taken of cloud precipitation particles using the special camera described

by Cannon (1974) and developed at NCAR and flown on the NOAA/NCAR sailplane

"Explorer" (Sartor, 1972). In the camera system water drops can be distin-

guished from ice for dimensions greater than 200 microns. The double-dot

signature of the supper left-hand photograph identifies a water drop (Figure

5). Additional examples of ice particles are also shown in Figure 5.

Photographs like Figure 6 where the small dots are cloud droplets and the

larger images are ice particles are analyzed for particle concentrations,

size distributions and ice particle shapes.

From the camera data, it has been determined that ice particle concen-

trations in unseeded NE Colorado cumulus sometimes reach several hundred

per liter and that depletion of cloud droplets in regions of ice particle

growth is as much as two orders of magnitude below the droplet concentration

where ice particles are not observed.

Cannon, et al (1974), have examined 10,292 photographs taken during the

1973 research experiment and found only two images of drops with radii

greater than 50 pm and 1,286 images of particles identifiable as ice, indi-

cating that large drops in the early stages of NE Colorado cumulus clouds

studied are very rare.

The flights in NE Colorado have further confirmed that in the early

stages of cloud development, and possibly in the lower portions of the

updrafts of older storms, precipitation size particles grow more rapidly by

ice phase processes than by coagulation among the cloud droplets (Knight,



Double-dot raindrop
taken in precipitation
on 12 June 1973.

Ice particle taken
out of cloud on
4 August 1974.

Ice particle taken
outside of cloud on
15 June 1973.

Ice particle taken
in seeded cloud
on 30 August 1974.

Ice particle taken
in cloud on 6 July 1973.

Ice particle taken
in seeded cloud on
30 August 1974.

Figure 5.

Examples of particle photograph taken with the special camera flown in the
NOAA-NCAR sailplane "Explorer."



Figure 6. A typical photograph taken from the NOAA/NCAR sailplane showing droplets (the small
particles) and ice particles (the larger ones) coexisting. The photograph was taken
in-cloud at an altitude of 7 km on 15 June 1972; the average ice particle diameter is
.3 mm. The average droplet size is 20 pm. The droplet concentration from the photo-
graph is approximately 145 cm- 3o The ice particle concentration is approximately
260 per liter.
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et al, 1974; Cannon, et al, 1974; Dye, et al, 1974a); this fact confirms

the possibility of deliberate intervention by ice nucleation to modify the

precipitation from them (Dye, et al, 1974b).

Hailstone collections have also confirmed previous conclusions that

graupel are the main embryos for the hailstones of Colorado (Knight and

Knight, 1974).

4. Macrophysics. Estimates of the mass and moisture budget for a

northeast Colorado hailstorm were made using wind and thermodynamic data

collected by two NCAR aircraft (Foote and Fankhauser, 1973). The storm,

which occurred on 22 July 1972, was also intensively studied by other

investigators (Phillips, 1973; Musil, Sand and Schleusener, 1973; Bushnell,

1973). The radar structure of the storm categorized it as a supercell

(after Browning, 1965) and detailed analysis revealed several transient

features (Eccles, 1973).

The NCAR aircraft were flown in the subcloud region around the visible

cloud. Analysis of the streamline pattern and moisture field revealed

well-defined regions of inflow and outflow for the storm. Flux computations

indicated that water vapor was entering the base of the cloud at a rate of

-1
approximately 13.0 kton sec . Data from a dense precipitation network

showed that about 2.0 kton sec was reaching the ground in the form of

rain and a precipitation efficiency of 2/13 or 15%. While evaporation in

the main downdraft represented a major loss of condensed water, the biggest

reason for the low efficiency was the large fraction of inflowing water

(roughly half) that remained above cloud base, see Figure 7. Clouds such

as the one studied are inefficient rain producers. Following a previous

discussion by Marwitz (1972), this low efficiency was correlated with the

high winds aloft present on this day. The theory is that with high winds,

very large anvils are blown downstream, and large amounts of water substance

are essentially lost to the precipitation process.
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5. Numerical Modeling. The numerical modeling effort was increased

during FY 1974. The purpose was to formulate a series of numerical models,

firmly based on theoretical understanding and verified, to the extent

possible, by field observations. These models would be capable of (1)

identifying environmental variables which have a strong effect on hail

formation and growth, (2) identifying probable hail formation and growth

regions within the hailstorm, (3) simulating changes in the microphysical

and dynamical structure of the cloud induced by AgI-seeding with regard to

hail formation and growth and (4) optimizing the seeding variables to maxi-

mize the joint economic benefit of hail suppression and rain enhancement by

simulating a variety of seeding modes.

The numerical modeling effort employs several parallel programs. The

first is the development of a predominately microphysical treatment of cloud

processes in a one-dimensional, time-dependent framework. The second involves

the development of a two-dimensional, time-dependent framework, concentrating

on the dynamics with a more limited but hopefully realistic microphysical

approach. The third effort involves the development models designed to test

specific hypotheses.

The first of the NHRE modeling efforts involves the development of a

detached non-parameterized, microphysical treatment of cloud processes in

a one-dimensional, time-dependent framework. This model will be used as

the standard against which to compare simplifications/parameterizations

which may be necessary before combining the microphysical treatment with

the more sophisticated dynamical treatments (Young and Atlas, 1974).

The dynamical framework developed by Danielsen, et al (1972), will be

improved somewhat and combined with the improved microphysical treatment

based on that of Young (1973, 1974, 1975).
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The second effort underway within NHRE is the development of a two-

dimensional, time-dependent framework, concentrating on the dynamics with

a somewhat more limited, but still realistic, microphysical treatment than

that discussed above. This model will be based in part, on the work of

Braham et al (1957), Ogura and Takahashi (1971), Ogura and Takahashi (1973),

and Takahashi (1974a,b,c and d), and will provide insight into particle

trajectories. Three-dimensional extensions of this work could be attempted,

if computer limitations permit. Eventually this framework will be merged

with the effort discussed in the preceding paragraphs.

The third modeling effort is designed to provide mathematical models

that permit the evaluation of conceptual explanations of observational data.

These routines can, if desired, be incorporated into the more comprehensive

models discussed earlier. Pertinent NHRE work involves (1) the axisymmetric

kinematic model of Cannon and Sartor (1973) which shows how particle growth

and sedimentation in a prescribed circulation field can lead to high concen-

trations of ice particles, and (2) the studies of thunderstorm electrification

by Paluch and Sartor (1973a,b), and Takahashi (1974e).

6. Seeding Rocket Development. At the time NHRE was organized, the

Soviets were making claims of a very high degree of success in hail sup-

pression. Their approach was to fire artillery shells or rockets into the

storm to inject the nucleant directly into the storm in the vicinity of the

high radar reflectivity zone where cloud air temperatures are between -5°C

and -20°C (Sulakvelidze, et al, 1967). At the -50°C to -200C temperature

range where the nucleating ability of artificial nuclei is greater than that

of the natural nuclei, it was decided that a rocket launched vertically from

an aircraft at cloud base was the best way to duplicate the Soviet approach

in the USA where artillery shells could not be used in populated areas. It
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was decided to initiate a seeding rocket development program to obtain a suit-

able airborn system. However, the only feasible system available during the

first two operational seasons was conventional cloud base seeding with air-

born silver iodide burning flares.

The rocket system became operational in 1974 (Lovell and Grotewold, 1974).

Figure 8 is a photograph of the airborne rocket launching mechanism. The

rocket is launched from a vertical tube projecting upward from the right-hand

side of the aircraft as illustrated in Figure 9. The rocket can be seen just

above the launch tube.

Investigation of the relative merits-of .various seeding methods with

respect to effectiveness, operational feasibility and adaptability and, if

indicated, the consideration of new approaches is a continuing effort within

the NHRE (Lovell and Sanborn, 1974).

7. NOAA Dual-Doppler Observations. The dual-Doppler radar system of

the Wave Propagation Laboratory of NOAA has recently revealed in unprecedented

detail the three-dimensional velocity structure within a severe thunderstorm

during the mature and dissipating stages. These observations were obtained

during the NHRE in northeast Colorado on 28 July 1973 when hail was reported

at the ground. Data acquisition and reduction procedures described by

Miller and Strauch (1974) were utilized in producing these results.

At 1730 NDT, the storm was located directly over the NHRE mesonet in

which meteorological parameters were recorded at 30 ground stations. Relative

to the two Doppler radars, the storm's location was 40 km east of the baseline

between the radars which were positioned near the northwest and southwest

corners of the NHRE Protected Area. The separation distance of the two radars

was 50 km.
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Figure 8. Airborne seeding rocket launching mechanism.
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In-flight launching of a seeding rocket. Launch tube can be
seen projecting vertically upward from the right-hand side of
the aircraft. The rocket is object in free flight above the
launching tube.

Figure 9,
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Figures 10, 11, and 12 show projections of the vector wind field onto

three orthogonal planes within the storm. Arrow lengths are proportional to

wind speed. A 10 m/s reference arrow is shown on each figure. The mean hori-

zontal echo motion of 3.9 m/s toward the east has been removed from all three

displays in order to display flow relative to the moving storm. Figure 10

shows the relative flow in a horizontal plane at a height of 6.4 km above

ground level with the y axis directed north. Figures 11 and 12 are flow pat-

terns in vertical planes along the dashed axes indicated in Figure 10. The

xz plane of Figure 12 is aligned approximately along the inflow direction.

Despite the complexity of these patterns and the obvious three-

dimensionality of the flow, Figure 12 exhibits several clearly identifiable

features such as the backward sloping updraft overriding a precipitation-

filled downdraft, middle-level intrusion of cold, dry air into which the

precipitation can fall and a well-defined gust front. The schematic repre-

sentation in Figure 13 identifies these features.

Several characteristics that had not been anticipated are also apparent.

For example, Figure 10 shows two distinct counter-rotating vortices aloft

which are aligned approximately along a north-south axis. Other horizontal

planes not shown indicate that three high-vorticity regions extend vertically

through a significant portion of the storm and are separated by two strong

sloping updraft cores in the middle and upper levels.

8. Color Doppler Display. The Field Observing Facility (FOF) of NCAR

recently developed a color processor and display system which was used with

the CP-2 radar at Grover during the 1974 season. The equipment analyzes the

return signal and converts the information into digital form which is then

color-coded for display. Either the radar reflectivity or the Doppler velocity

within an echo can be displayed in real-time with up to 16 separate colors.
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For reflectivities, the colors were chosen to benefit the directing of

seeding and research aircraft. Weak storm intensities are displayed with

greens and blues while stronger intensities range from brown to yellow to

red. The spectrum is divided for displaying velocities: Eight colors from

green to violet represent velocities approaching the radar and eight from

brown to red represent velocities going away. The picture is updated every

time the antenna scans past an azimuth. The normal fading or erasing of

old data does not occur but is continually displayed until updating takes

place. Using the system's "zoom" feature (up to 8:1), an operator can view

individual storm cells with high spatial resolution.

Examples of the radar reflectivities and Doppler velocity displays are

shown in Figures 14 and 15. Both of these photographs were taken on 7

August 1974, at 1553 MDT for the Doppler photograph (Figure 15) and at

1555 MDT for the radar reflectivity photograph (Figure 14). Both were taken

at an elevation angle at 1.1°.

In color the Doppler velocity display shows a band of greens and blues

along the entire eastern side of the line of the thunderstorms shown in

Figure 15. The western side of the line of echoes is brown, yellows and

oranges. This combination of colors indicates air flowing into the (east-

ward moving) storm along most of it's length. At higher elevation angles,

this easterly flow that is feeding the growing regions of the storm is con-

centrated into smaller cores of updraft air.

The reflectivity display (Figure 14) shows that there are several cores

of strong reflectivity (>60 dBZ) spread out from the south end to the north

end. Comparing all elevation angle displays for both Doppler velocity and

radar reflectivity, it was found that each of these cores was being fed by

a separate updraft. Also there were high reflectivity overhangs ahead of
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strong cores, indicating where precipitation was moving most rapidly,

There was hail reported from this storm over the Protected Area. In

fact, hail was falling near the southern end of the storm at the time these

photographs were taken.

9. Data Acquisition and Display System. The Data Acquisition and

Display System (DADS) was operational during the entire 1974 field season for

processing of CP-2 radar data and lock-on radar tracking data. Displays of

multiple aircraft tracks from the beacon radar were not available until mid-

season because of hardware problems. Over 200 data tapes of storm and air-

craft tracking data were recorded for post analysis.

The DADS system acquires radar signals from three sources: the CP-2

radar, an M-33 lock-on track radar for aircraft and the beacon signal from

the scanning section of the M-33 radar for multiple aircraft tracking. A

computer can access the data base on command and display the contoured

radar reflectivities in near real-time. Seven separate display scopes are

available for this purpose, each one capable of displaying different views

of the storm.

Samples of what appears on the scopes are shown in the figures. These

are polaroid snaps of a high resolution screen. Figure 16 shows a PPI of

a cell through a radar antenna elevation of 1.7 degrees with contour levels

of 30, 35 and 40 dBZ. This was a storm of 10 June 1974 with the oldest

data displayed from a time of 17:40. A longitude/latitude coordinate system

was chosen. The maximum reflectivity in the cell was 42 dBZ and occurred at

an elevation of 12,460 feet above MSL (3.1 degree antenna elevation) at a

position indicated by the "X," This information is recorded in the offset

area to the left of the picture. Figure 17 shows an RHI slice through 44

degrees azimuth. Other descriptive information is displayed in the offset

area.
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Figure 16. 10 June 1974 storm PPI slice through 1.7 degrees with
contour levels 30, 35 40 dBZ with a raximm cell reflectivity of
42 dBZ at 12,460 ftu elevation above MSL.

Figure 17. 27 May 1974 storm. RHI slice through 44 degrees azimuth
with contour levels 35, 40, 45, 50 dBZ with a maximum reflectivity
of 59 dBZ at 13,820 ft. elevation above MSL,.
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These displays can also be otained any time in the future with a

program that can play back the storm using the data stored on the magnetic

tapes. This was done quite often during the field season and gives the

scientist an unhurried look at progress of a storm.

An experiment with a color TV monitor to effect displays with color

discrimination was tried. This proved to be an effective method to

distinguish different contour levels and aircraft tracks and will become a

permanent part of the system next season.
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